Citation Elements in order:

1. Author: John Curran
2. Publication year: 2009
3. Article title: Gay marriage backers spent big in Vt.
4. Newspaper title: burlingtonfreepress.com
5. Exact Publication date: July 28, 2009
6. Date of access: July 29, 2009
7. URL: http://burlingtonfreepress.com/article/20090728/NEWS03/90727016/Gay-marriage-backers-spent-big-in-Vt

Document Example:

Proper Reference Format:

ASA references are single-spaced and indented after the first line:


Citation in Text:

Citations are placed in the context of discussion and are formatted like so, using the author's last name and the date of publication. If the citation refers to a reference, then:

(Curran 2009)

Alternatively, you can integrate the citation into the sentence by means of narrative. This is the preferred way, like so:

In his newspaper article in burlingtonfreepress.com, John Curran (2009) addressed how much the Vermont Freedom to Marry action committee spent in their campaign.